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ZK-SNARK ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROOFS: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

 

A goal of this study is analysis of vulnerabilities of zk-SNARK type zero 

knowledge protocol “GRO-16” and conditions, in which those vulnerabilities are 

critical.  

zk-SNARK stands for zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argument of 

knowledge. Let us for simplicity say that it means that a person is able to prove that 

s/he has something without showing it to verifier. Let us look at the next example that 

describes the main idea of such zero-knowledge proof.  

The greatest warrior Victor and the smartest wizard Peggy had their adventure, 

but an accident happened to Peggy. Victor asks the blind god to resurrect her, but he 

was answered, “I will fulfill your will, but if you prove me that there are another colors 

but darkness”. Victor took two apples, one is green and another is red, and gave it to 

the blind god and said to him, “Take these apples and hide them behind the back. 

Switch them or don’t and then show them to me and I will say you switched them or 

you didn’t”. Of course, Victor could guess, but if they do the procedure even for a ten 

times, then the possibility of fraud (that Victor could guess ten times in a row) would 

be equal to 0.00098, so they perform this ‘data exchange protocol’ for a hundred times 

that the blind god could be sure that there is no way Victor could just guess every time. 

The blind god resurrected Peggy and they continued their adventure. 

So, what did we see? A person was able to prove a knowledge of something 

without actually showing it to verifier. This type of zero-knowledge proofs found itself 

the most in blockchain where a person is able to prove having a coin.  

“Non-interactive” means that a verifier does not have to be “online”. A prover 

can just post his or her proof and then every person is able to verify that proof. That is 

really matters when we talk about blockchain with a big amount of users.  

“Succinct” means that creation and validation of a proof are fast. However, we 

could achieve this only if we create something that is called as “SETUP” – a number 

of parameters that are known to every participants of blockchain and used to create and 

verify proofs of having a coin. Creation of SETUP set is the hardest and the longest 

part of zk-SNARK type proofs, because it requires that every user participate in its 

creation. In addition, SETUP set contains some secret parameters and their exposure 

would allow creating fake and valid proofs, so an algorithm of creation of SETUP 

should be strong. 

The object of my research is process of protection personal data while 

performing transactions in the blockchain. The subject of this research is attacks on 

personal data protection protocol in blockchain subject to reuse setup. 

The SETUP stage of zero knowledge prove protocols zk-SNARK type was 

considered step by step and we developed SETUP constricting algorithm. 

Vulnerabilities of generation setup parallelization were analyzed and five types of 

attack on protocol GRO-16 were developed. They are based on the human factor and 



the conspiracy of several participants. In addition, strategies have been developed to 

protect against the attacks described in this work, both algorithmic and using third-

party devices. 
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